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SPECIALS 
 

HIDDEN IN AMERICA: SWINGERS AND LOVERS 

One-Hour Valentine’s Day Special Premieres Sunday, February 10 at 10 PM E/P 

In the swinging ‘60s, America was at the forefront of a sexual revolution. Then, in the 1970s, free 

love continued to flow at underground clubs like New York’s notorious Plato’s Retreat. Now, in the 

21
st
 century, many say that America is in the grip of a new movement in which the usual rules of 

marriage and monogamy do not apply. In LA, a swinging couple throws open their doors to show 

first-timers how the lifestyle can strengthen a marriage. In Miami, go behind the scenes at one of 

America’s biggest swinging festivals, where married couples meet and hook up with strangers. In 

Somerville, Mass., a mother of three carries on committed, stable relationships with up to four 

different partners at once while her husband courts two other lovers of his own. 

 

THE PARANORMAL PROJECT 

One-Hour Special Premieres Saturday, February 16 at 10 PM E/P 

Documented by real people who believe their homes are paranormal playgrounds, THE 

PARANORMAL PROJECT uses security cameras and handheld recording devices in an attempt to 

capture real ghostly activity in two homes. Chris bought a Civil War hospital sight unseen over the 

internet that he now intends to restore and turn into his new home. But all these years later, the 

building in in Keokuk, Iowa, is a paranormal battleground for soldiers who never returned home 

from the war. And in Clovis, California, Shawna and her family reach their breaking point as she 

experiences vicious attacks from an unseen entity. Paranormal investigators refuse to help, 

believing it’s a demon they are no match for. Now the family takes it into their own hands to save 

themselves from the dark forces at work. 

 

HIDDEN IN AMERICA: MONGOLS MOTORCYCLE CLUB 

One-Hour Special Premieres Sunday, February 24 at 9 PM E/P 

The life of an outlaw biker is an untamed one, where the wide-open streets are home and your 

Harley-Davidson is soul. Among the big motorcycle gangs, the Mongols Motorcycle Club is a 
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younger brigade but has managed to build a fearsome reputation since its inception by Vietnam 

Veterans in 1969. Former members tell their stories of initiation and the wild lifestyle. These clubs 

are labeled “outlaw” for a reason. Members give rare, behind-the-scenes access to investigations 

and infiltrations of the Mongols and its members’ criminal rackets. See what life is like for an 

undercover agent posing as a hell-bent biker. Outlaws are revered in American history. Saddle up 

on your steel horse and blast down the highway into the world of the Mongols. 

 

HIDDEN IN AMERICA: UNDERGROUND FIGHT CLUBS 

One-Hour Special Premieres Sunday, February 24 at 10 PM E/P 

From backyard brawls in Silicon Valley to kung fu battles in the backstreets of the Bronx, 

investigate the codes and core values of America’s underground fight clubs. What drives men to 

battle their fellow men in unrestricted hand-to-hand combat? Why are some fighting styles 

outlawed, forcing their proponents to operate in clandestine locations? And with the rise of no-rules 

Mixed Martial Arts, is America becoming addicted to violence? Experts explore the reasons and 

hidden desires behind fight club members’ primal urges to do battle, and the see the heavy physical 

and emotional toll these often unsanctioned clashes can have. 
 

 

FINALES 
 

GHOST TOWN GOLD ** 

Season 1 Finale Airs Tuesday, February 5 at 10 PM E/P 

Brit Eaton and Scott Glaves explore the last frontier of American archaeology – the old ghost towns, 

abandoned mining camps, and industrial graveyards of the Wild West – in search of collectible artifacts from 

a bygone era. Whether it's convincing a sixth generation rancher to part with a stockpile of pre-19th century 

antiques, or unearthing a 150-year old mine shaft that holds a horde of Gold Rush mining gear, there's an 

endless supply of eccentric people, places, and artifacts to find and explore. 

 Trailblazin’ to Treasure premieres Tuesday, February 5 at 10 PM E/P Brit and Scott follow the 

trail of Montana’s early settlers, looking for relics of the Old West. They search the weathered 

remains of old homesteads, dig through out-buildings and attics, and along the way meet the 

descendants of some of the first people to tame the gold-rich areas of the Big Hole Valley region.  

These ranchers have a thing or two to teach Brit and Scott as they broker a deal on the settlers’ relics. 

But Brit is on a special quest to find a pioneer wagon that he can rent out to his Hollywood clients. 

 

 

ONGOING SERIES 
 

UNITED STATES OF BACON ** 

Season 1 Continues Tuesdays at 9 PM E/P 

Have no fear, bacon is here! With Americans gobbling up more than 1.7 billion pounds of bacon each year, 

Destination America brings bacon buffs what they crave with an all-new series UNITED STATES OF 

BACON. Each episode features host, Chef Todd Fisher, as he road trips to cities across America in search of 

the most mouth-watering, stomach-growl-inducing, sensory-overloading bacon creations kitchens have to 

offer.  

 The Bacon Hot Dog premieres Tuesday, February 5 at 9 PM E/P Chef Todd Fisher heads to 

Seattle, home to some crazy bacon innovations and the most brilliant pig fanatics! Out on the streets, 

he catches up to Maximus/Minimus, a pork-slinging pig truck fending off hordes of hungry locals 

with their ridiculous BBQ sandwiches. Tucked away in a tiny butcher shop called The Swinery, he 

samples classic American fare with bacon-inspired twists. In the industrial neighborhood of Ballard, 
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Todd visits Mike’s Chili Parlor to sample a century-old family recipe. Then he checks out the Red 

Mill Burgers, a local institution that cooks so much bacon, they build a two-foot tower of the meat 

candy every morning! Location: Seattle 

 The Jack Back Sammie premieres Tuesday, February 12 at 9 PM E/P Chef Todd Fisher stops in 

Los Angeles to hit all the best bacon joints Tinseltown has to offer. At Chez Jay’s, a seaside 

steakhouse with old-Hollywood roots, Todd slices into a savory steak au poivre smothered with 

sizzling cuts of bacon.  He then pulls up a chair at Spring Street Smokehouse to experience a Cajun 

stuffed chicken encased in several layers of succulent pit-smoked bacon. Finally, Todd hitches a ride 

onboard the Bacon Mania food truck that offers a menu chock full of dishes dedicated exclusively to 

bacon, including the Jack Back Sammie, a sandwich of eggs, melted cheddar and chunky bacon. 

Location: Los Angeles 

 Bacon Jar-B-Que premieres Tuesday, February 19 at 9 PM E/P Chef Todd Fisher pulls up in 

Baltimore and prepares to be “charmed” by local bacon dishes. At Dempsey’s Brew Pub, Todd 

ditches dishes and silverware for something a little easier to travel with: bacon on a stick, drizzled 

with Old Bay and served with maple syrup. Then he takes a bit out of The Bullpen’s Barnyard Club, 

a sandwich stuffed with a quadruple threat of pit ham, beef, turkey, and, of course, bacon! At 

Kloby’s Smokehouse, Todd digs his fork into a mason jar stuffed with pulled pork, bbq beans, 

coleslaw, and bacon. Finally, Todd ends his journey at Bad Decisions, where he makes the rather 

good decision to try a concoction of French toast, bacon mac-n-cheese, and bacon-wrapped meatloaf. 

Location: Baltimore 

 Turbacon Sandwich premieres Tuesday, February 26 at 9 PM E/P In Philadelphia, Chef Todd 

Fisher expresses his brotherly love for all things bacon. At PYT, he bravely bites at burger stuffed 

with bleu cheese, infused with bloody mary mix, and topped with a heaping portion of bacon. Then 

McNally’s Tavern serves us the Schmitter, a famous one-of-a-kind cheesesteak made of thin-sliced 

steak, salami, fried onions, cheese, bacon, and a secret sauce. Todd then gets his hands dirty in the 

kitchen at SoWe to learn about their cinnamon beignets baked with brown butter caramel and topped 

with crumbled bacon. Finally, at Jake’s Sandwich Board, Todd samples the epic Turbacon sandwich, 

stuffed with bacon and bacon fat-rubbed turkey. Location: Philadelpha 

 
EPIC ** 

Season 1 Continues Mondays at 9 PM E/P 

This new series explores the most excessive and outrageous items for which people are willing to fork over 

their life’s savings. From tricked out RVs and floating homes to one-of-a-kind pools and BBQ pits, EPIC 

shows how these splurges were made, how they work, and why in the world people go to such great lengths 

to acquire their dream. 

 Epic Yachts premieres Monday, February 4 at 9 PM E/P Slick, high-tech, expansive and 

expensive, today’s yachts are fit for kings. Boating has come a long way in the last few hundred 

years, and now super-sized yachts set sail with all the comforts of home and then some. Luxury 

cruisers feature oversized hot tubs, helicopter pads, gyms, steam rooms, sky lounges, and even a 

main salon that doubles in size in twelve seconds with the push of a button! From 42- to 165-feet 

long, super yachts have automated everything and it can all be controlled from a phone or iPad. 

 Epic RVs premieres Monday, February 11 at 9 PM E/P RVs have come a long way since the days 

of the humble camper. From a behemoth that tows a 19-ton trailer packed with toys to a portable 

party on wheels, these master machines are tricked out with $700,000 dollar chassis and custom 

paint jobs worth $135,000. There’s nothing about these coaches that’s roughing it. These hulks of the 

highway are jammed with the hottest technology and power money can buy. These are more than 

motor homes. These are epic, road-conquering RVs! 
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